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Uh oh! You really liked being so popular and having the best magical items to sell to the other students,
but what if people think you used magic on Professor Star? That would definitely get you into big
trouble, not to mention Nova would be so mad! You need to figure out a way to keep your popularity
and stay out of trouble!

Sage has been asking around about the magical key!
Nova always told you they hated jinxes, but they have been hanging out with Shadow a lot
lately. 
You know both charms and enchantments both use wisps of smoke.
You also know both charms and jinxes use foxglove.
 Someone has been pulling a lot of pranks, calling themselves the “High Jinx Society.” You
wonder who's involved...

What you do with this is up to you:

Figure out what type of magic was used on Professor Star
Fill out your spellbook and learn more about the other types of magic

  Work to accomplish these goals throughout the night:

Lark

Keep This Secret

Your Objectives Tonight

Information You Know
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You took the key to Professor Star’s magical cupboard from Sage.
You have sold unicorn blood and bat wings to Raven, Sky, and Gale.

After the murder, characters receive their
goals and objectives for the rest of the

party

Every character is keeping a secret of their own

Objectives help guide each player during the party

Information and clues can be used by the player to solve
the murder and work with other players



Professor Star's 
Magical Key
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This item can be sold, traded, or given away. Please let the
host know if you have given it away. 

[Image: A hand drawn outline of a key with magical sparkles around it]


